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Tyler’s Odyssey® SessionWorks Judge Edition
Courts have been migrating to paperless systems for years. However, judges are often still heavily

Odyssey Sets
the Standard

dependent on paper inside the courtroom. The truth is paper provides the information you need

Tyler’s Odyssey solution

while letting you stay focused on what’s happening inside the courtroom. Paper is easy and

sets the standard for courts

familiar. Software solutions haven’t been able to provide the same experience… until now.

and justice software with

Tyler’s Odyssey® SessionWorks Judge Edition empowers you to control case information
efficiently and securely right from the bench using the latest technology. Eliminate papers and
file folders. View essential case information. Access and bookmark vital documents. Easily enter
and attach notes. Using powerful touch‐screen capabilities, you can concentrate on matters
before you, not the keyboard or stack of file folders in front of you.

unprecedented scalability,
integration capabilities
and Web-based navigation.
That was true when it was
originally introduced and,
through continued innovation,

Benefits include:

it’s still true today.

• Control case information efficiently and securely right from the bench

Empower your

• Find information quickly with powerful, easy to use touch‐screen capabilities
• Eliminate paper files and folders for a more efficient courtroom

ORGANIZATION with Tyler’s

• Work with multiple defendants or cases simultaneously

Odyssey SOLUTION

• Gain immediate access to electronic case files

Easy to Use
Similar to smart phones with touch‐screen capabilities, Tyler’s Odyssey® SessionWorks Judge
Edition is so easy to use that little to no training is required. Need to access a particular case file?
Simply touch it on your screen and the file opens automatically. Want a closer look? Just zoom
in with the pan‐touch method and read detailed information. Not comfortable with a multi-touch
approach? Not to worry, you can also use an on‐screen navigation bar or a keyboard and mouse if
you prefer.

Built For Speed
Designed with judges’ needs in mind, SessionWorks Judge Edition gives you all the necessary
tools to administer justice efficiently and effectively right from the bench. When pronouncing
judgments, you can’t be distracted by slow and antiquated software. You need a solution that
keeps up with the demands of your courtroom. SessionWorks Judge Edition was built for speed, so
you can focus quickly and easily on information that matters most.

Comprehensive Data at Your Fingertips
Having case information at your fingertips involves more than just presenting documents. Odyssey
SessionWorks also provides a wealth of data about the case with a single touch, including the
defendant’s personal demographic information, all charges and documents related to the case, mug
shots and more. Just tap the case file folder and the rich data set from Odyssey Case Manager is
instantly available. You can now view a full representation of the case on your screen in just minutes.
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Tyler’s Odyssey® SessionWorks Judge Edition
Personalized Workspace
The SessionWorks Judge Edition home page was created to
resemble your bench desktop. This personal workspace provides
access to a variety of powerful courtroom tools that are only
a touch away. By simply scrolling up and down you’re able to
access your calendar, view items or sessions on your docket plus
have immediate access to your email and other frequently used
applications.

Powerful and Secure
As with all Odyssey products, superior security is inherently built
into the SessionWorks system architecture to protect and store
sensitive court data. Thanks to powerful, configurable security
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settings, notes entered in the courtroom remain localized and
secure. Also Odyssey SessionWorks enables you to continue
running your court even if connection with your primary servers is
lost. Inherent data redundancy within the application architecture
ensures that when your network connectivity or servers fail, you can
continue to use the application and keep your courtroom running.

Leading Edge Technology
Odyssey® SessionWorks Judge Edition is based on Microsoft®
Windows 7 technology and can work with most touch-enabled
PC screens. Together, this innovative technology puts the power
of Tyler’s Odyssey Case Management solution at your fingertips.
However, the application was built with the utmost flexibility and
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does not require a touch‐screen in order to function. The same actions and tasks can be accomplished by simply using a keyboard and
mouse. Minimal configuration is needed to begin using SessionWorks, and it works seamlessly with your current Odyssey system.

Trust in the Market Leader
With hundreds of judicial clients, including many statewide clients and some of the largest judicial courts in the country, Tyler
Technologies’ sole business focus is providing software solutions and services to the public sector. Tyler has a depth and breadth of
knowledge of the courts and justice market that uniquely positions us as a leader in this space. Our goal is to partner with you on every
aspect of your business to ensure continued success.
Tyler Technologies has developed Odyssey® SessionWorks Judge Edition, a powerful and fast touch-screen application that puts the power
of Tyler’s Odyssey Case Management solution at your fingertips. It’s quick. It’s easy. It’s comprehensive. It’s Odyssey® SessionWorks Judge
Edition. Command this emerging technology with a simple touch.

Call your sales representative today to schedule a live Odyssey SessionWorks demonstration or contact us at 800.431.5776 or
cjsales@tylertech.com.

For more information, visit www.tylertech.com

